Mix 1 Sculpey Premo Purple with 1 Purple Pearl. Mix 1 Green and 1 Orange. Make #1 (thickest) sheets of the two mixes and the 2 gold (18K and Gold)

Let's make some blends. I always test mine to make sure I’m going to like them.

Cut sheets at an angle and offset them. Trim off corners. Roll over the two colors to stick them together.

Place into pasta machine in this direction.

Make your blends choppy or smooth. I like both.

Roll sheets thru pasta machine on a #3 setting. Cut into thirds.

Fold each piece as shown.

Flatten each on a #2 setting.

Make a jelly roll with each.

Wrap each jellyroll with #4 white.

Reduce each wrapped log to 6”.

Cut into 2” pieces.
Stack 5 of the colors into a rectangle. Save 3 logs of one color for the accent piece. I used the one with the gold in the center. Compress.

Using a ½” smooth rod (CaneBenders are here in this store) curl one side of the cane over to make a channel.

Force into a triangle. Take your time with this to reduce waste on the ends of the cane.

Make sure the channel is even, so your cane will be symmetrical when cut.

Cut the cane in half.

Form one of your two inch accent pieces into a teardrop shape.

Fit the accent piece into the channel and put the halves back together.

Choose a side and make another flattened end.

Place another teardrop shaped accent cane in the space and curl up the sides.

Make one more channel. Fill with accent cane.

Reduce to 4” and form into a sharp triangle.
Cut in half.

Choose two sides to put together.

Flatten the bottom. Cut in half and put it together. Done!

---

See You Next Time

Love, Pandora